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SYRIA: British Special Forces, CIA and MI6
Supporting Armed Insurgency. NATO Intervention
Contemplated
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Several  articles  in  the British  media  confirm that  British  Special  Forces are  training Syrian
rebels.

The underlying pattern is similar to that of Libya where British SAS were on the ground prior
to the launching of NATO’s military intervention.

A Responsibility to Protect (R2P) NATO intervention modelled on Libya is contemplated. The
Free Syrian Army is a de facto paramilitary creation of NATO.  

The  reports  confirm  that  British  military  and   intelligence  operatives  are  already  on  the
ground  inside  Syria:

“There has been growing chatter indicating that British Special Forces are in some way
assisting forces aligned against the Syrian regime.

Reports from late November last year state that British Special forces have met up with
members of the Free Syrian Army (FSA), the armed wing of the Syrian National Council. The
apparent goal of this initial contact was to establish the rebel forces’ strength and to pave
the way for any future training operations.

More recent reports have stated that British and French Special Forces have been actively
training members of the FSA, from a base in Turkey. Some reports indicate that training is
also taking place in locations in Libya and Northern Lebanon. British MI6 operatives and
UKSF (SAS/SBS) personnel have reportedly been training the rebels in urban warfare as well
as supplying them with arms and equipment. US CIA operatives and special forces are
be l ieved  to  be  prov id ing  communicat ions  ass is tance  to  the  rebe ls .”
http://www.eliteukforces.info/uk-military-news/0501012-british-special-forces-
syria.php (emphasis added)

These reports confirm unequivocally foreign interference in the affairs of a sovereign state.

This is not a popular uprising.

The insurrection as well as the killings of civilians were sponsored by the Western powers
from the outset.

US,  UK  and  Turkish  operatives  are  supplying  the  rebels  with  weapons  in  violation  of
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international law. Reports confirm that the rebels are trained gunmen as well members of Al
Qaeda affiliated organizations:

“Britain is gearing up for fighting in Syria that could be bigger and bloodier than the battle
against Gaddafi.  The Ministry of Defence is drawing up secret plans for a NATO-sponsored
no-fly zone but first it needs backing from the United Nations Security Council.

As the unrest and killings escalate in the troubled Arab state, agents from MI6 and the CIA
are already in Syria assessing the situation, a security official has revealed.

Special forces are also talking to Syrian dissident soldiers.

They want to know about weapons and communications kit rebel forces will need if the
Government decides to help.

“MI6 and the CIA are in Syria to infiltrate and get at the truth,” said the well-placed source.

“We have SAS and SBS not far away who want to know what is happening and are finding
out what kit dissident soldiers need.” Syria will  be bloodiest yet, Daily Star  (emphasis
added)
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of Serbia for his writings on NATO's war of aggression
against Yugoslavia. He can be reached at
crgeditor@yahoo.com
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